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We study the detailed planning in networks of air compressors in air separation sites.
 Operational and several types of maintenance tasks for compressors are modeled.
 The power consumption in the compressors is expressed by regression functions.
 Our optimization framework can be directly used in a rolling horizon scheme.
 Our approach has been successfully applied to an industrial air separation plant.a r t i c l e i n f o
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A general mathematical framework for the optimization of compressors operations in air separation
plants that considers operating constraints for compressors, several types of maintenance policies and
managerial aspects is presented. The proposed approach can be used in a rolling horizon scheme. The
operating status, the power consumption, the startup and the shutdown costs for compressors, the com-
pressor-to-header assignments as well as the outlet mass ﬂow rates for compressed air and distillation
products are optimized under full demand satisfaction. The power consumption in the compressors is
expressed by regression functions that have been derived using technical and historical data. Several case
studies of an industrial air separation plant are solved. The results demonstrate that the simultaneous
optimization of maintenance and operational tasks of the compressors favor the generation of better
solutions in terms of total costs.
 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In most process industries, compressed air, which is provided
by compressors, is an indispensable utility for the main production
processes. In industrial environments, several compressors are
connected in series or in parallel, depending on the purpose of the
system into which they are integrated. These networks of compres-
sors can involve a number of compressor units that may differ in
type of drive and technical speciﬁcations (e.g., maximum load
capacity, efﬁciency and operational range).Indeed, compressors are among the most energy-intensive parts
ofmost industrial environments [1,2]. For this reason, they are good
targets for energy and cost savings. As Xenos et al. [3] showed, the
energy consumption of a network of compressors can be improved
by sharing the load among them in order to take into advantage the
different characteristics of the compressor units.
This work deals with the simultaneous optimization of the
maintenance and the operational tasks of the compressors. The
proposed methodology is applied to an industrial compressor sta-
tion that is serving with compressed air a typical air separation
plant and an energy-intensive large chemical plant. The prior lit-
erature on compressors optimization is limited. A brief literature
review on the subject follows.
For the transfer of ﬂuids, such as natural gas or ethylene,
through long pipelines, several compressors or sub-networks of
Nomenclature
Indices/sets
e 2 E distillation products (e.g., N2 and O2)
i 2 I compressors
j 2 J headers
n 2 N process plants
t 2 T time periods
u 2 U distillation columns
z 2 Z storage tanks
Subsets
Idm set of compressors that are subject to ﬁxed maintenance
Ifm set of compressors that are subject to ﬂexible mainte-
nance
~Idmt set of compressors that are under maintenance at the
beginning of the current scheduling horizon (mainte-
nance task started in the previous scheduling horizon)
Ij set of compressors that could serve header j
Ji set of headers that are connected to compressor i
Jn set of headers that are connected to process plant n
Ju set of headers that are connected to distillation column
u
Uz set of distillation columns that are connected to storage
tank z
Ze set of storage tanks that can store product e
Superscripts
es earliest
ls latest
max maximum
min minimum
Parameters
aj coefﬁcient for the load curve of header j
bj coefﬁcient for the load curve of header j
cðe;uÞ outlet mass ﬂow rate of product e from distillation col-
umn u
dð1...3;iÞ objective function coefﬁcient factors for compressor i
ei penalty cost for re-assigning header compressor i during
its operation
fðe;tÞ total demand for product e at the end of time period t
gt maximum number of simultaneous maintenance tasks
in time period t
hðn;tÞ compressed air mass ﬂow rate utility demand for pro-
cess plant n during time period t
jt conversion factor of mass ﬂow to aggregated mass
amount in time period t
kj problem-speciﬁc large number that could represent the
capacity of header j
lt electricity price in time period t
mi duration of ﬂexible maintenance task in compressor
i 2 Ifm
nðe;zÞ storage capacity for product e in storage tank z 2 Ze
oi maximum on-line time after the startup of compressor i
(maximum run time)
pi pressure ratio of compressor i
qi outlet compressed air mass ﬂow rate from compressor i
re volumetric percentage of primary component of air e in
the composition of air
si starting time for maintenance task in compressor i
tðe;tÞ cost for acquiring product e from external sources at the
end of period t
/i shutdown cost for compressor i
vi startup cost for compressor i
wi minimum off-line time after the shutdown of compres-
sor i (minimum shutdown time)
xi minimum on-line time after the startup of compressor i
(minimum run time)
~bðe;zÞ initial inventory of product e in storage tank z 2 Ze
~gði;tÞ = 1, if compressor i is under pre-scheduled maintenance
in time period t
~mi total number of time periods that compressor i has been
under maintenance (since the start of the maintenance
task) at the end of the previous scheduling horizon
~uði;jÞ active connection between compressor i and header j
just before the beginning of the current scheduling hori-
zon
~vi operating status of compressor i just before the begin-
ning of the current scheduling horizon
~wi total number of time periods at the end of the past
scheduling horizon that compressor i has been con-
tinuously off-line since its last shutdown
~xi total number of time periods at the end of the past
scheduling horizon that compressor i has been con-
tinuously on-line since its last startup
Continuous variables (non-negative)
Aðe;z;tÞ amount of product e extracted from storage tank z 2 Ze
at the end of time period t
Bðe;z;tÞ inventory level of product e in storage tank z 2 Ze at the
end of time period t
Cðe;u;tÞ mass ﬂow rate of product e from distillation column u in
time period t
Lðe;u;z;tÞ mass amount of product e from distillation column u
that is sent to storage tank z 2 Ze in time period t
Mði;j;tÞ compressed air mass ﬂow rate from compressor i sup-
plied to header j 2 Ji in time period t
Mði;j;tÞ total compressed air mass ﬂow rate supplied to header
j 2 Ji that is served by compressor i in time period t
(auxiliary variable)
Oðe;tÞ amount of product e acquired from external sources at
the end of time period t
Pði;j;tÞ outlet pressure of compressor i that serves header j 2 Ji
in time period t
Binary variables
Dði;tÞ = 1, if compressor i changes header from time period
t  1 to t
Fði;tÞ = 1, if compressor i shuts down at the beginning of time
period t
Sði;tÞ = 1, if compressor i starts up at the beginning of time
period t
Xði;tÞ = 1, if compressor i is operating during time period t
Y ði;j;tÞ = 1, if compressor i serves header j 2 Ji during time peri-
od t
Wði;tÞ = 1, if a ﬂexible maintenance task starts in compressor i
at the beginning of time period t
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G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470 455compressors are placed in series along the pipeline so as to provide
the necessary pressure ratio and overcome the pressure drop due
to friction losses. The optimization of natural gas pipelines
received considerable attention in the last ﬁve decades [4–6].
Most of the works on natural gas networks emphasize the use of
optimal control, usually by employing dynamic programming.
However, the operational aspects such as startup and shutdown,
timing constraints and maintenance of the compressors are
typically neither modeled explicitly nor optimized. The contribu-
tions from Uraikul et al. [7] and Nguyen and Chan [8] are some rep-
resentative works that include some operational decisions for the
compressors. However, both studies assumed that compressors
operate at a single operating point (i.e., non-partial load operation),
and therefore the mass ﬂow of individual compressors was not
considered in the optimization.
Networks of parallel compressors are typically used to distribute
a ﬂuid material from an upstream process to other downstream
processes. Few researchers have addressed the optimization of such
networks of compressors. For example, van den Heever and
Grossmann [9] proposed a mathematical programming approach
for the production planning and reactive scheduling problem of a
hydrogen supply network. Emphasis was placed on the modeling
of the pipeline network and not on the operation of the compres-
sors. In particular, minimum run and shutdown times and costs
for compressors were ignored. Camponogara et al. [10] presented
a real-time optimization framework for gas-lift compressors in oil
ﬁelds, neglecting startup and shutdown decisions. Han et al. [11]
studied the optimization of the air- and gas-supply network of a
chemical plant. The optimization of compressors startup and shut-
down actions was not considered. The previous works studied the
optimization of network of compressors without emphasizing on
their operational aspects, such as startups and shutdowns.
Therefore, there is space for research on the subject.
There are several contributions in the literature describing pro-
cess applications with features similar to those found in the opti-
mal operation of compressors. Among them, Rong and Lahdelma
[12] presented a linear programming planning model and opti-
mization algorithm for trigeneration. Thorin et al. [13] proposed
a mathematical programming model for the long-term planning
of cogeneration systems in a competitive market environment.
Kopanos et al. [14] presented an optimization framework for the
energy production planning of a network of combined heat and
power generators. Zhuan and Xia [15] proposed a dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm for the operations scheduling of a pumping
station with multiple pumps. Recently, Kopanos and
Pistikopoulos [16] introduced a reactive scheduling rolling horizon
framework based on a state-space representation and multipara-
metric programming. The proposed approach was applied in a net-
work of combined heat and power units.
These articles offer a starting point for the work presented here.
However, these papers do not address the simultaneous optimiza-
tion of maintenance and operational tasks of the compressors,
showing that there are open questions. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there is no previous research in the open literature that con-
siders the simultaneous optimization of operational and
maintenance activities in network of compressors. This topic is
addressed in the current paper.
Thepaper is laid out as follows. Section 2provides a brief descrip-
tion ofmultistage centrifugal compressor systems and themodeling
of their power consumption. Next, in Section 3, the air separation
process is brieﬂy described and some related works on the subject
of this paper are mentioned. The problem statement is formally
deﬁned in Section 4, and a general mathematical framework for
the problem of interest is presented in Section 5. Then, some exten-
sions to the basic framework are provided in Section6. In Section7, a
number of problem instances, including industrial case studies froma major air separation plant of BASF in Germany, are solved by the
proposed approach, and the results are presented and further dis-
cussed. Finally, some concluding remarks along with ongoing
research directions are provided in Section 8.
2. Description and modeling of multistage centrifugal
compressors
This section describes a multistage centrifugal compressor sys-
tem, which is considered in this paper, and provides the method-
ology used to derive the power consumption of the motors of the
compressors as a function of key process parameters. The load
curves of the headers are estimated from industrial process data.
2.1. Description of a multistage centrifugal compressor system
The current work considers a case study of an air separation
plant that involves a number of air multistage centrifugal compres-
sors with dissimilar characteristics in terms of performance and
power rate. In a multistage centrifugal compressor, several single
stages of centrifugal compressors are arranged in series by being
attached to a rotating shaft. This structure is employed to increase
the total discharge pressure compared to this a single-stage com-
pressor could achieve.
Fig. 1a shows an illustrative example of an operating point of a
compressor connected with a downstream process at ﬁxed ambi-
ent conditions. The ﬁgure shows the characteristic of a compressor
which intersects with the characteristic of a downstream process,
which is called a load curve. The intersection between the two
curves gives the conditions of the current operation and provides
information regarding the mass ﬂow that the compressor provides
(can be estimated in the horizontal axis) to the downstream pro-
cess and the discharge pressure (can be estimated in the vertical
axis). The load curve of the downstream process can change due
to disturbances, hence the conditions of the operation change.
The methods to control a compressor at desired operational condi-
tions have been described in Xenos et al. [3].
2.2. Modeling of the power consumption
The modeling of the power consumption of the motor of a mul-
tistage compressor can be derived from process data. Xenos et al.
[17] presented a black box method to represent the power con-
sumption of the motor (PMel) as a function of: (i) process variables
such as mass ﬂows (M) and outlet pressures (P), and (ii) parameters
such as the mass ﬂow of the cooling water (Mwater) and the inlet
pressure (Pin). Thereby, the output power of the motor can be cal-
culated by an expression of this type:
PMelði;j;tÞ ¼ f ðPði;j;tÞ;Mði;j;tÞ;Mwaterði;tÞ ; Pint ; dð1;iÞ; dð2;iÞ; dð3;iÞÞ
This expression can describe compressors with Inlet Guide
Vanes (IGVs) or inlet throttling control schemes. In the ﬁrst case,
the operating point of the compressor changes through the
manipulation of the angle of the inlet guide vane that controls
the mass ﬂow rate. In the latter case, the operating point of the
compressor changes by increasing the losses at the inlet of the
compressor and in that way the inlet pressure can be modiﬁed.
The industrial case does not provide the inlet pressure at the eye
of the compressor, however the measurement of the inlet pressure
provided from the industrial partner is at the ﬁlter of the inlet duct
of the compressors which is approximately 1 bar for all compres-
sors. This work does not focus on the estimation of the manipulat-
ed variables, i.e., angles of IGVs and throttling valves. Therefore, the
expression presented above describes well both cases of compres-
sors for the purpose of scheduling, since the variable that is taken
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Fig. 1. (a) Operating point of compressors in parallel and (b) regression domain and feasible window of operation of a compressor with IGVs.
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coefﬁcients of this expression are calculated using data ﬁtting
methods in Matlab™ [17].
The efﬁciencies of the compressors andmotors are embedded in
the power consumption expression. The reason to use this method
is that the efﬁciencies cannot be explicitly modeled in this case
study because many measurements are not available. The mea-
surements are essential to carry out thermodynamic calculations
to estimate the efﬁciency of the compressor. Finally, Xenos et al.
[3] demonstrated that two similar compressors consume different
amounts of energy at the same operating conditions.
It is important to notice that the feasible window of operation of
the compressor used for the optimization is not deﬁned from the
actual physical limits of the compressor, i.e., surge, choke, andmini-
mum and maximum power. The feasible window of operation of
the compressor is deﬁned from the domain of the regression model
[18]. The group of all the operating points of a collected data set
derives the regression domain of the model as can be seen in
Fig. 1b. It is also known from the plant that the operators operated
well within the physical limits (surge and choke) of the compres-
sors during the past operation. The physical limits of the compres-
sor namely surge, choke and driver limits, as well as minimum and
maximum speeds (i.e. corresponding to minimum and maximum
power) are presented in Xenos et al. [3]. The approach of Xenos
et al. [3] is required because operators may not have operated the
compressors over their full operational range in the collected data
set. Therefore, a partial compressor map is captured in the regres-
sion models. This leads to a solution in a conﬁned space.
Nevertheless, the operation coming from the optimization using
this operational space is expected more efﬁcient than operation
without optimization. Finally, the extrapolation of themodels leads
to inaccurate results as it has been observed in a numerical study
during the development of the regression models.
2.3. Load curves of the headers (feasible region)
The load curve of the downstream process, header and distilla-
tion column, represents the pressure drop of the header and the
operational pressure at the inlet of the column. A linear relation-
ship between mass ﬂow, which is equal to the summation of the
individual mass ﬂows of the compressors operating to that header,
provided in the header and outlet pressure of the compressor can
represent the load curve by applying regression to available his-
torical data.3. The air separation process
The air separation process separates atmospheric air into its pri-
mary components which are mainly nitrogen, oxygen, and argon.
Other rare inert gases (e.g., neon and helium) in a much smallervolumetric percentage are also present. The most common air
separation method for large-scale production is by means of cryo-
genic distillation, although other technologies such as membrane
separation also exist [19]. Since this work focuses on cryogenic air
separation, a brief description of a typical cryogenic air separation
process follows.3.1. Cryogenic air separation process
The cryogenic air separation starts with the intake of atmo-
spheric air that is usually ﬁltered to remove dust. This air is com-
pressed and re-cooled with the use of an after-cooler. Then, the
compressed air is puriﬁed through molecular sieves so as to
remove carbon dioxide, gaseous hydrocarbons and water vapor.
The compressed air is cooled to cryogenic temperatures in the
main heat exchanger. According to Zhu et al. [20], the compressed
air is divided into two streams, the main stream and a low pressure
stream (after the expansion of the main stream). These streams
enter a distillation column which separates the air to its primary
components. Fig. 2 presents a simpliﬁed structure of a cryogenic
air separation process having as products oxygen and nitrogen.
Gaseous nitrogen collects at the top of the distillation column,
and liquid oxygen collects at the bottom of the distillation column.
The oxygen at the bottom is vaporized while nitrogen in liquid
form is introduced at the top of the column, and this process con-
tinues as long as is required to reach a desired level of purity.
The products of the distillation can be transferred via pipelines
to inter-connected local industrial customers. For pipeline transfer,
products should be vaporized into their gaseous form. For other
longer-distance customers, it is more practical and economical to
transfer them in a liquid form. In this case, the products of the dis-
tillation pass through a liqueﬁer and then they are placed into pro-
duct-dedicated storage tanks before their shipment by marine or
land transportation modes.
The cryogenic separation of air is an energy-intensive process
that requires signiﬁcant heat integration of heat exchangers and
distillation columns, in order to improve the energy efﬁciency of
the overall process. Indeed, most of the previous research works
have been dedicated to the heat integration of air separation plants.
In cryogenic air separation, the network of compressors and the liq-
ueﬁers are themain sources of power consumption. Fig. 3 displays a
representative layout of a cryogenic air separation plant.3.2. Operational planning in air separation plants
There is a limited number of works concerning with the opera-
tional management of air separation systems. Ierapetritou et al.
[21] presented a linear Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) formula-
tion for the operational planning in an air separation plant under
the objective to minimize the total operating cost. The operation
column
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Fig. 2. Simpliﬁed structure of a cryogenic air separation process.
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G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470 457of the plant was described by three different plant operationmodes
(regular, assisted, shutdown) that vary with respect to operational
efﬁciency and energy requirements. An operating mode deﬁnes a
convex set that characterizes the feasible operating space of a con-
ﬁguration. Binary variableswere used to represent operatingmodes
and switches among the different modes of operation. The model of
Ierapetritou et al. [21] can generate the schedule of process opera-
tion modes and production rates. Along the same lines, Karwan
and Keblis [22] proposed a MIP model that additionally considers
product losses during conﬁguration changes, while Mitra et al.
[23] presented a MIP formulation that captures the transientbehavior between different operating modes. Following a different
approach, Zhu et al. [20] presented a non-linear programming
formulation that has as constraints a process model for the air
separation process that accounts for mass and energy balances for
the distillation columns, heat exchangers, and throttle valves.
The above articles focused on the planning of the operational
modes of the overall air separation plant, but they did not address
the detailed scheduling of the main components of the air separa-
tion plant that are the compressors and the distillation columns.
This paper addresses an operational issue that has not been
considered by previous authors. Its distinctive feature is the
458 G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470detailed modeling and optimization of operations of the network of
compressors of the air separation plant, since compressors are the
major power consumers. The operating status of compressors (e.g.,
on, operating, off) and their assignment to headers are optimized.
Additionally, the optimization model takes into account the costs
of compressor startup and shutdown, and operating constraints
such as minimum run time and duration of a shutdown. Outlet
compressed air mass ﬂow rates (from any compressor) and outlet
product mass ﬂow rates from distillation columns to product-
dedicated storage tanks are optimized so as to fully satisfy the
demand for products. The power consumption in the compressors
is expressed by regression functions that have been derived from
technical and historical data. Finally, several maintenance activ-
ities for compressors and compressor-to-header changes are also
considered as extensions of the proposed optimization framework.
A formal deﬁnition of the problem addressed in this paper follows
in the next section.4. Problem statement
This work deals with the operations optimization problem in
networks that consist of a ﬁnite number of compressors, distilla-
tion columns, headers, and storage tanks. In this study, we mainly
focus on the optimization of the operations of the network of com-
pressors, which is the major energy-consuming part of the air
separation plant. The resulting problem is formally deﬁned in
terms of the following items:
 A given scheduling horizon that is divided into a set of equal-
length time periods t 2 T , as shown in Fig. 4.
 A set of different compressors i 2 I that have a maximum (mini-
mum) outlet compressed air mass ﬂow rate qmaxi (qmini ) and
pressure ratio pmaxi (pmini ). The minimum on-line time after
the startup of compressor i (minimum run time) xi and the
minimum off-line time after the shutdown of compressor i
(minimum shutdown time) wi, as well as the associated costs
for startup (vi) and shutdown (/i) are also given.
 A set of distillation columns u 2 U that separate air into its pri-
mary components e 2 E. Maximum (minimum) outlet mass
ﬂow rates for the products of the distillation columns cmaxðe;uÞ
(cminðe;uÞ) are given.
 A number of local process plants n 2 N that are characterized by
a given demand for compressed air hðn;tÞ per time period t.
 A set of headers j 2 J that receive compressed air from the com-
pressors (Ji). The headers supply with compressed air the distil-
lation columns (Ju) of the air separation network and the local
process plants (Jn).
 A set of storage tanks z 2 Z which are connected with the out-
lets of the distillation columns (Uz), and can store speciﬁc prod-
ucts (Ze). Every storage tank has a given maximum (minimum)
storage capacity nmaxðe;zÞ (n
min
ðe;zÞ).
 A given demand for the products of the distillation fðe;tÞ at the
end of each time period t.
 Products e can be also acquired from external sources in a given
cost tðe;tÞ, if the air separation plant cannot fully meet the
demand for products.
 A given electricity price lt for time period t. The electricity tariff
can be ﬁxed, or time-varying (e.g., following time-of-use rates,
or real-time prices).|T|1 2 3
Fig. 4. Discretization of the scheduling time horizon.All parameters are assumed to be deterministic. The discharge
pressures of all compressors feeding the same header are assumed
the same, which is reasonable because the connected pipes
between the exits of the compressors and the main header are
short. Each header is connected to a single distillation column or
a local process plant (i.e., one destination point). The products of
distillation columns are stored in product-dedicated storage tanks
through which the demand for these products is satisﬁed. Each one
of the storage tanks could be connected to multiple distillation col-
umns. Also, a compressor can serve at most one header at a time,
and during its operation can change header. Generally speaking,
the existence of storage tanks allows decoupling the operation of
the plant from the demand for products, and gives the required
ﬂexibility for the operational planning of the air separation plant.
For every time period t, the key decisions to be made by the
administrator of the network of compressors and the overall air
separation plant are:
 the operating status (e.g., startup, in operation, shutdown) of
every compressor i;
 the assignment of the operating compressors to headers;
 the compressed air mass ﬂow rate from the operating compres-
sors to each header;
 the total amount of products provided from each distillation
column to which storage tanks; and
 the amount of air separation products acquired from external
sources.
The aim is to minimize the total cost, which encompasses star-
tup, shutdown and operating costs of compressors as well as costs
for acquiring products from external sources. The demand for the
air separation products and the compressed air for utilities should
be fully satisﬁed.
5. Mathematical framework
In this section, a linear mixed integer programming framework
is presented for the modeling and optimization of operations of
compressor networks as those described in Section 4. To facilitate
the presentation of the proposed model, uppercase Latin letters for
optimization variables and sets, and lowercase Greek letters for
parameters have been used.
5.1. Minimum run and shutdown time for compressors
Minimum run and shutdown times are modeled by deﬁning the
following three sets of binary decision variables:
Xði;tÞ ¼
1; if compressor i is in operation during time period t
0; otherwise

Sði;tÞ ¼
1; if compressor i starts up at the beginning of time period t
0; otherwise

Fði;tÞ ¼
1; if compressor i shuts down at the beginning of time period t
0; otherwise

Constraints (1) and (2) deﬁne Sði;tÞ and Fði;tÞ binary variables
through variables Xði;tÞ. Parameters ~vi denote the operating status
(i.e., on or off) of compressor i just before the beginning of the cur-
rent scheduling horizon and can be calculated through parameters
~uði;jÞ, which represent the active connection of compressor i to
header j before the beginning of the current scheduling horizon.
It is obvious that ~vi ¼
P
j2Ji ~uði;jÞ since a compressor can connect
to at most one header at a time.
G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470 459Sði;tÞ  Fði;tÞ ¼ Xði;tÞ  ~vi 8i 2 I; t 2 T : t ¼ 1
Sði;tÞ  Fði;tÞ ¼ Xði;tÞ  Xði;t1Þ 8i 2 I; t 2 T : t > 1 ð1Þ
Sði;tÞ þ Fði;tÞ 6 1 8i 2 I; t 2 T ð2Þ
Constraints (2) could be omitted, if startup and shutdown costs
are part of the objective function. For every compressor, con-
straints (3) and (4) model the minimum run and shutdown time,
respectively.
Xði;tÞ P
Xt
t0¼maxf1;txiþ1g
Sði;t0 Þ 8i 2 I; t 2 T : xi > 1 ð3Þ
1 Xði;tÞ P
Xt
t0¼maxf1;twiþ1g
Fði;t0 Þ 8i 2 I; t 2 T : wi > 1 ð4Þ5.2. Assignment of compressors to headers
An additional binary decision variable is introduced to denote
the allocation of available compressors to headers:
Y ði;j;tÞ ¼
1; if compressor i serves header j 2 Ji in time period t
0; otherwise

A compressor i can supply compressed air to at most one header
j 2 Ji at a time, according to:X
j2Ji
Y ði;j;tÞ ¼ Xði;tÞ 8i 2 I; t 2 T ð5Þ5.3. Feasible windows of operation for compressors
For any compressor i, constraints (6) and (7) denote the lower
and upper bounds on the outlet compressed air mass ﬂow rate
and outlet pressure that the compressor could operate:
qmini Y ði;j;tÞ 6 Mði;j;tÞ 6 qmaxi Y ði;j;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T ð6Þ
pmini Y ði;j;tÞ 6 Pði;j;tÞ 6 pmaxi Y ði;j;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T ð7Þ
From constraints (7), if Y ði;j;tÞ ¼ 0 then Pði;j;tÞ ¼ 0. This zero pres-
sure has no physical meaning, and actually it is just used for the
calculation of the power consumption cost term in the objective
function.
5.4. Outlet pressure for compressors
The outlet pressure of any compressor is equal to the pressure
of the header that the compressor serves, and is given by the cor-
responding load curve:
Pði;j;tÞ ¼ aj Mði;j;tÞ þ bj Y ði;j;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T ð8Þ
Parameters aj and bj represent the coefﬁcients for the load
curve of header j. In order to avoid non-linearities in the load curve
constraints (8), we have introduced auxiliary variables Mði;j;tÞ that
denote the total compressed air mass ﬂow rate in the header j
which is served by compressor i during time period t. Non-negative
variables Mði;j;tÞ are modeled through the following set of big-M
constraints:
Mði;j;tÞ P
X
i02Ij
Mði0 ;j;tÞ  kj ð1 Y ði;j;tÞÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T
Mði;j;tÞ 6
X
i02Ij
Mði0 ;j;tÞ þ kj ð1 Y ði;j;tÞÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T
Mði;j;tÞ 6 kj Y ði;j;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T
ð9Þ
Parameters kj are problem-speciﬁc large numbers that can
be usually calculated by considering the maximum capacity of
header j.5.5. Demand for compressed air utility
The network of compressors should satisfy the compressed air
utility demand hðn;tÞ for every process plant n in each time period
t, according to:X
i2I
X
j2ðJn\JiÞ
Mði;j;tÞ P hðn;tÞ 8n 2 N; t 2 T ð10Þ5.6. Distillation columns operations: mass ﬂow rates for products
The outlet mass ﬂow rate of product e from each distillation col-
umn u during each time period t is given by:
Cðe;u;tÞ ¼ re
X
i2I
X
j2ðJu\JiÞ
Mði;j;tÞ 8u 2 U; t 2 T ð11Þ
Constraints (12) provide lower and upper bounds on the outlet
mass ﬂow rate of product e from each distillation column.
cminðe;uÞ 6 Cðe;u;tÞ 6 cmaxðe;uÞ 8e 2 E; u 2 U; t 2 T ð12Þ5.7. Storage tanks mass balances
The total amount of products e from the distillation columns u
that is disposed to each storage tank z 2 Ze during time period t is
represented by variables Lðe;u;z;tÞ, and is given by:X
z2Ze
Lðe;u;z;tÞ ¼ jt Cðe;u;tÞ 8e 2 E; u 2 U; t 2 T ð13Þ
Hence, the demand for any product e in each time period t is
met by extracting the necessary amount of product (Aðe;z;tÞ) from
the storage tanks z 2 Ze. The products could be also acquired from
external sources (Oðe;tÞ), if the demand cannot be fully met by the
internal production network.X
z2Ze
Aðe;z;tÞ þ Oðe;tÞ ¼ fðe;tÞ 8e 2 E; t 2 T ð14Þ
Constraints (15) correspond to the mass balance in the product
storage tanks under the complete satisfaction of the demand for
products. Variables Bðe;z;tÞ denote the amount of product e that is
stored in storage tank z 2 Ze at the end of time period t.
Parameter ~bðe;zÞ represents the initial inventory of product e in stor-
age tank z 2 Ze.
Bðe;z;tÞ ¼ ~bðe;zÞ þ
X
u2Uz
Lðe;u;z;tÞ Aðe;z;tÞ 8e2 E; z2 Ze; t 2 T : t¼1
Bðe;z;tÞ ¼Bðe;z;t1Þ þ
X
u2Uz
Lðe;u;z;tÞ Aðe;z;tÞ 8e2 E; z2 Ze; t2 T : t>1
ð15Þ
Constraints (16) deﬁne the lower and the upper inventory
bounds. The upper inventory bound represents the storage capa-
city of the storage tank. Safety stocks could be represented by
the lower inventory bound.
nminðe;zÞ 6 Bðe;z;tÞ 6 n
max
ðe;zÞ 8e 2 E; z 2 Ze; t 2 T ð16Þ
The proposed mathematical framework can be also used to cope
with scheduling and planning problems in multiple (i.e., multi-site)
networks of compressors. The presented model can be directly
applied in themulti-site case, if no interchange of products is allowed
between the storage tanks of the different sites. Otherwise, the mass
balance equations should be accordingly modiﬁed.
5.8. Initial state of the network
At this point, it should be emphasized that the initial inventory
level of every storage tank ~bðe;zÞ (constraints (15)) and the initial
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partially describe the initial state of the network. It is also neces-
sary to provide information on the startup and shutdown from
the previous scheduling horizon. The following set of constraints
allows past information regarding startup and shutdown to be car-
ried over at the beginning of the current scheduling horizon:
Xði;tÞ ¼ 1 8i 2 I; t ¼ 1; . . . ; ðxi  ~xiÞ : 0 < ~xi < xi ð17Þ
Xði;tÞ ¼ 0 8i 2 I; t ¼ 1; . . . ; ðwi  ~wiÞ : 0 < ~wi < wi ð18Þ
Parameters ~xi (~wi) denote the total number of time periods at
the end of the past scheduling horizon that compressor i has been
operating (not operating) since its last startup (shutdown). Fig. 5
shows an illustrative example of how the past startup information
is captured from the above constraints.
5.9. Objective function
The optimization goal in this study is to minimize the total star-
tup, shutdown and power consumption costs of the compressors as
well as the procurement cost of products from external sources. As
already mentioned in Section 2.2, power consumption is a function
of the outlet mass ﬂow rate, the outlet pressure, the consumption
of cooling water, and the ambient conditions. This function is usu-
ally represented well by a quadratic form, however a more simple
linear form could be derived in some cases. The advantage of a lin-
ear objective function is the signiﬁcant reduced computational
effort to reach optimality, however a higher error in the results is
usually expected. The linear total cost objective function consid-
ered here is given by:
min
X
t2T
X
e2E
ðtðe;tÞOðe;tÞÞ þ
X
t2T
X
i2I
ðvi Sði;tÞ þ /i Fði;tÞÞ
þ
X
t2T
lt
X
i2I
X
j2Ji
ðdð1;iÞ Y ði;j;tÞ þ dð2;iÞMði;j;tÞ þ dð3;iÞ Pði;j;tÞÞ ð19Þ
Parameters dð1...3;iÞ correspond to power consumption normal-
ized coefﬁcient factors for every compressor i, and mainly depend
on information related to cooling water consumption and ambient
conditions.
6. Extensions on the basic mathematical framework
In this part, we discuss and provide some extensions of practical
interest on the general mathematical framework presented above.1
Compressor: ω=5
Past scheduling horizon
Start up
~ω=2
Fig. 5. Carryover of past startup infor6.1. Optimizing the compressor-to-header assignment changes
Any compressor i during its operation can change headers from
one time period to another. So far, no cost has been considered for
these changes of header. Due to this fact, solutions that are charac-
terized bymany (and sometimes unnecessary) header changesmay
be obtained. In practice, compressor-to-header re-assignments are
typically done manually through valve opening or closing by the
technical personnel of the industry. For this reason, a small number
of header changes is more desirable so as to: (i) reduce the utiliza-
tion of personnel; (ii) decrease the probability for potential human
errors; (iii) favor amore smooth operation (i.e., easier to implement,
control, and revise) of the overall network of compressors; and (iv)
avoid energy losses during the header change due to venting of the
compressed air to the atmosphere. Therefore, in this study the total
number of these compressor-to-header changes is optimized, and
we propose the incorporation of an associated penalty cost term
(et) in the initial objective function.
In order to model compressor-to-header changes, the following
set of binary decisions variables has been introduced:
Dði;tÞ ¼
1; if compressor i changes header from time period t1 to t
0; otherwise

In that way, the compressor-to-header changes could be mod-
eled by:
Dði;tÞ P Y ði;j;tÞ  ~uði;jÞ  Sði;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T : t ¼ 1
Dði;tÞ P Y ði;j;tÞ  Y ði;j;t1Þ  Sði;tÞ 8i 2 I; j 2 Ji; t 2 T : t > 1
ð20Þ
Fig. 6 depicts an illustrative example of how constraints (20)
work. Observe that due to the introduction of a penalty cost for
header changes, binary variables Dði;tÞ tend to zero.
The modiﬁed optimization goal that contains the compressor-
to-header changes penalty cost term is given by:X
t2T
X
i2I
ðei Dði;tÞÞ þ
X
t2T
X
e2E
ðtðe;tÞOðe;tÞÞ þ
X
t2T
X
i2I
ðvi Sði;tÞ þ /i Fði;tÞÞ
þ
X
t2T
lt
X
i2I
X
j2Ji
ðdð1;iÞ Y ði;j;tÞ þ dð2;iÞMði;j;tÞ þ dð3;iÞ Pði;j;tÞÞ ð190Þ6.2. Preventive maintenance of compressors
In most relevant industrial environments, the maintenance
tasks of compressors are typically predeﬁned before the operationst2 3 4 5
Current scheduling horizon
X1=X2=X3=1
Xt to be optimized for t > 3.
mation to model minimum run.
G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470 461optimization of the production system. The duration mi of a main-
tenance task is generally known. Here, we consider three types of
preventive maintenance tasks: (i) runtime-based, (ii) ﬁxed, and (iii)
ﬂexible. The ﬁrst type of maintenance is related to the maximum
run time of the compressors. Fixed maintenance tasks take place
in a predeﬁned time horizon, such that the starting (completion)
times of the maintenance tasks are known. Generally speaking,
ﬂexible maintenance tasks should take place within a predeﬁned
time window, and their exact starting (completion) times are addi-
tional decisions to be made.
Runtime-based maintenance tasks. The performance of a com-
pressor depends on its current condition. Since the performance
of the compressor deteriorates during its utilization, there is often
a time limit on its continuous operation. After this so-called max-
imum run time (oi), the compressor should be switched off, and
maintenance takes place to prevent mechanical damage and the
energy-inefﬁcient use of the compressor. The runtime-based main-
tenance policy can be considered as a simpliﬁed case of the condi-
tion-based maintenance policy [24]. For the sake of simplicity here,
the duration of these types of maintenance tasks are considered to
be equal to the minimum shutdown time. For every compressor,
the maximum run time constraints are given by:
Xt
t0¼maxf1;toig
Xði;t0Þ 6 oi 8i 2 I; t 2 T ð21Þ
Notice that if compressor i has been in operation at the end of
the previous scheduling horizon (i.e., ~xi > 1), then the total run
time from its last startup of the past horizon should be carried over
to the current scheduling horizon so as to model successfully the
maximum run time limits. Constraints (22) describe the initial
state of the network in respect of the maximum run time.
Xt
t0¼maxf1;tðoi ~xiÞg
Xði;t0Þ6 ðoi ~xiÞ 8i2 I; t¼ðoi ~xiþ1Þ : ~xi>1 ð22Þ
Finally, if there is a maximum time that compressors could
remain idle (i.e., maximum idle time), similar types of constraints
could be easily derived.
Fixed maintenance tasks. The starting times si of this type of
maintenance tasks are known. For this reason, ﬁxed maintenancet1 2 3 4 5
j1
X2=X3=X4=1
Compressor
i1 starts up
S2=1
Y(j1,2)=Y(j1,3)=
Y(j2,4)=1
Compres
shuts do
F5=1
Headers
j2
Fig. 6. Modeling of header changtasks can be readily modeled by setting to zero (from the starting
to the completion of the maintenance task) the operating binary
variables Xði;tÞ of compressors i 2 Idm# I that are subject to ﬁxed
maintenance:
Xði;tÞ ¼ 0 8i 2 Idm; t ¼ si; . . . ; ðsi þ mi  1Þ ð23Þ
These constraints generally hold, since the maintenance dura-
tion is typically at least equal to the minimum shutdown time.
Due to the presence of maintenance tasks, the initial mainte-
nance state (i.e., under maintenance or not) of every compressor
should be carried over from the previous scheduling horizon. To
consider this properly, for the compressors i 2 ~Idmt that are under
maintenance at the beginning of the current scheduling horizon
and their maintenance tasks had already started in the previous
scheduling horizon, constraints (23) are modiﬁed:
~gði;tÞ ¼ 1 8i 2 ðIdm n~IdmÞ; t ¼ si; . . . ; ðsi þ mi  1Þ
Xði;tÞ ¼ 1 ~gði;tÞ 8i 2 ðIdm n~IdmÞ; t ¼ si; . . . ; ðsi þ mi  1Þ
~gði;tÞ ¼ 1 8i 2 ~Idm; t ¼ 1; . . . ; ðmi  ~miÞ
Xði;tÞ ¼ 1 ~gði;tÞ 8i 2 ~Idm; t ¼ 1; . . . ; ðmi  ~miÞ
ð23 0Þ
Parameter ~mi denotes the total time that compressor i has been
under maintenance (since the start of the maintenance task) at the
end of the previous scheduling horizon. In other words, ðmi  ~miÞ
represents the remaining time that compressor i has to be under
maintenance in the current scheduling horizon. Parameter ~gði;tÞ
denotes if compressor i is under maintenance in time period t.
For ~gði;tÞ ¼ 1, the corresponding Xði;tÞ becomes zero.
Flexible maintenance tasks. In order to model these types of
maintenance tasks, the following set of binary decisions variables
has been introduced:
W ði;tÞ ¼
1; if themaintenance task in compressor i begins in time period t
0; otherwise

For compressors i 2 Ifm# I that are subject to ﬂexible mainte-
nance, the corresponding maintenance tasks should start within
a given time window t 2 ½sesi ; slsi # T:1
sor i2 
wn
D2 ≥ Y(j1,2) − Y(j1,1) − S2 D2 ≥ 0
D2 ≥ Y(j2,2) − Y(j2,1) − S2 D2 ≥ −1
D3 ≥ Y(j1,3) − Y(j1,2) − S3 D3 ≥ 0
D3 ≥ Y(j2,3) − Y(j2,2) − S3 D3 ≥ 0
D4 ≥ Y(j1,4) − Y(j1,3) − S4 D4 ≥ −1
D4 ≥ Y(j2,4) − Y(j2,3) − S4 D4 ≥ 1
D5 ≥ Y(j1,5) − Y(j1,4) − S5 D5 ≥ 0
D5 ≥ Y(j2,5) − Y(j2,4) − S5 D5 ≥ −1
D2 ≥ 0
D3 ≥ 0
D4 = 1
D5 ≥ 0
t = 2
t = 3
t = 4
t = 5
es through constraints (20).
INITIALIAZATION STEP:
Determine prediction and control horizon lengths. 
Set initial state of the system.
Set iter = 1.
Set total number of iterations (itertotal).
SOLVE MODEL
UPDATE PARAMETERS: 
Current state (χ, φ, ω, ψ, β), 
demands, breakdowns, etc.
SAVE SOLUTION
Save decision variables for
the predefined control horizon
iter = iter + 1
YES
NO
END
~ ~ ~ ~ ~
iter < itertotal
Fig. 7. A representative rolling horizon algorithm.
Table 1
Description of the case studies.
Case
Study
Approach Brief description
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t¼ses
i
W ði;tÞ ¼ 1 8i 2 Ifm ð24Þ
Notice that the latest starting time plus the duration of the
maintenance task has to be lower or equal to the last time period
of the scheduling horizon of interest (i.e., ðslsi þ miÞ 6 jTj), in order
to ensure that the maintenance task will be completed within
the given scheduling horizon.
Hence, constraints (25) ensure the unavailability of compressor
i throughout the duration of the ﬂexible maintenance task mi.
Xði;tÞ þ
Xminfslsi ;tg
t0¼maxfses
i
;tmiþ1g
W ði;t0Þ 6 1 8i 2 Ifm; t ¼ sesi ; . . . ; ðslsi þ mi  1Þ
ð25Þ
It should be clear that ﬁxed maintenance tasks can be modeled
as ﬂexible maintenance tasks, if one includes them in set Ifm, and
then deﬁnes sesi ¼ si and slsi ¼ ðsi þ mi  1Þ. Also, it should be clear
that an incomplete ﬂexible maintenance task that started in the
previous scheduling horizon, in the current scheduling horizon is
a ﬁxed maintenance task that can be modeled by constraints (230).
Maintenance tasks restrictions. In most industrial cases, the
simultaneous maintenance of many compressors is expected to be
undesired due to managerial or technical reasons. From a manage-
rial point of view, having several compressors under maintenance
at the same time signiﬁcantly limits the operational ﬂexibility in
the presence of potential unexpected events. Moreover, themainte-
nanceworkforcemay be limited, and therefore amaximumnumber
of compressors (gt) could be maintained simultaneously in every
time period. This organizational aspect regarding maintenance
tasks can be modeled by the following constraints:
X
i2ðIdm[~IdmÞ
~gði;tÞ þ
X
i2Ifm
ses
i
6t6ðsls
i
þmi1Þ
Xminfslsi ;tg
t0¼maxfses
i
;tmiþ1g
W ði;t0 Þ6gt 8t 2 T ð26ÞI Deterministic Simpliﬁed example of the industrial case
II Deterministic Industrial case with deterministic
demand
III Reactive
(uncertainty)
Industrial case with demand
ﬂuctuations6.3. Rolling horizon framework
The proposed mathematical model has been formulated in such
a way so as to be used within a rolling horizon framework, if need-
ed. Fig. 7 displays a representative algorithm for rolling horizon
optimization. Brieﬂy, in the rolling horizon scheme, an optimiza-
tion problem is solved for a scheduling horizon of certain length
(i.e., prediction horizon), and then the solution for just a part of
that scheduling horizon (i.e., control horizon) is applied. A number
of optimization problems is solved iteratively by moving forward
the time horizon after each iteration. The key part of any rolling
horizon approach is to update properly the current state of the sys-
tem before the optimization of the prediction horizon of interest.
For a detailed discussion on issues regarding the scheduling via
rolling horizon approaches kindly refer to Kopanos and
Pistikopoulos [16].
6.4. Explicit modeling of operations in the distillation columns
This work focuses on the operations optimization of the com-
pressors in parallel. The discrete operations of the distillation col-
umns, such as their on–off statuses, minimum run or shutdown
times, and maintenance periods, are not considered in the paper
because their times scales are much longer. However, the formula-
tion to include them would be a straightforward extension of the
proposed model. Similarly, the discrete operations of the liqueﬁers
could also be readily included in the overall optimization
framework.7. Case studies
The industrial air separation plant of BASF in Ludwigshafen
Germany is considered. The air separation plant consists of an air
compressor station with eleven multi-stage centrifugal compres-
sors working in parallel which supply three headers with com-
pressed air. Oxygen and compressed air are the products of the
industrial plant. The products cannot be acquired from external
sources. There are ﬁve small compressors with throttling valves
(i 2 Is ¼ fi1; i2; i3; i4; i5g) and six large compressors with IGVs
(i 2 Ib ¼ fi6; i7; i8; i9; i10; i11g). The ﬁrst header j1 collects the com-
pressed air for utilities in the industrial complex of BASF. The other
two headers j2 and j3 are connected with two distillation columns
u1 and u2, respectively. Table 2 gives the main operating data for
the eleven compressors considered. These data have been derived
from the thorough analysis of historical data of the industrial air
separation plant. The costs for startup and shutdown of the com-
pressors are estimated from Nguyen et al. [25]. The costs of the
large compressors (i.e., i6–i11) are approximately 60% higher than
those of the small compressors (i.e., i1–i5).
In this section, three case studies are addressed (see Table 1).
First, a modiﬁed version of the industrial problem is considered
Table 2
Normalized compressor operating bounds on outlet mass ﬂow and pressure (%).
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 i11
qmini 41.6 34.0 38.0 35.5 34.9 58.2 47.5 48.0 55.0 48.8 53.6
qmaxi 58.5 55.7 55.2 55.8 56.5 88.4 87.6 83.7 83.4 87.0 87.7
pmini 52.6 44.2 49.5 50.3 48.4 53.7 46.3 50.1 52.1 45.7 47.4
pmaxi 68.9 64.8 70.0 59.8 62.6 64.9 69.3 69.3 66.5 69.2 69.8
Table 3
Case Study I: main parameters.
Symbol Value Unit Comment
t 1 days Duration of each time period
T 30 days Length of time horizon
xi 6 days Minimum run time
wi 3 days Minimum shutdown time
oi 15 days Maximum run time (for small only)
mi 4 days Duration of maintenance
rO2 0.21 – Volumetric fraction of O2 in air
rN2 0.78 – Volumetric fraction of N2 in air
lt 0.0984 m.u./kW h Electricity cost per kW h
ei 1000 m.u./change Cost for changing header
uðO2 ;tÞ 0.05 m.u./kg Purchase price for O2
uðN2 ;tÞ 0.01 m.u./kg Purchase price for N2
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optimization framework. In comparison with the original industri-
al case study, this illustrative case study (Case Study I) involves: (a)
a smaller number of compressors; (b) nitrogen as an additional
product; (c) a storage tank for nitrogen; (d) the possibility for pur-
chasing the distillation products from external sources; and (e)
demand proﬁles with more ﬂuctuations in comparison to the
industrial data of BASF. The second case study (Case Study II) con-
siders the industrial problem of BASF under deterministic demand
proﬁles for products. The last case study (Case Study III) deals with
the reactive scheduling problem of the industrial case study of
BASF. In this case, the demand proﬁles for products are not deter-
ministic but they may variate from day to day, and therefore
demand predictions are updated after every day period. A total
scheduling horizon of 30 days, divided into one-day periods, is
studied in all case studies. Several maintenance policies are consid-
ered in each of the case studies with the main purpose to show the
important beneﬁts of the simultaneous optimization of mainte-
nance and operational tasks.
Finally, all given data and reported results are normalized and
made dimensionless due to conﬁdentiality reasons. All optimiza-
tion problems have been solved in GAMS/CPLEX 11.1, under
default conﬁgurations, in an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600CPU
@3.4 GHz with 8 GB RAM. A zero optimality gap has been imposed
in all problem instances. Problem instances have been solved to
zero optimality gaps, if not otherwise stated.Days
(%
)
Fig. 8. Case Study I: normalized demand for products.7.1. Case Study I: illustrative example
This illustrative example considers a modiﬁed version of the
industrial air separation plant described above. More speciﬁcally,
the air separation plant of this example consists of eight compres-
sors I :¼ fi1—i4; i8—i11g. There is no consideration of any initial
conﬁguration of the compressors (i.e., no history past). Table 3 pro-
vides the values of the main parameters of this example. A maxi-
mum run time oi ¼ 15 days for each small compressor is
considered, while large compressors are not restricted regarding
maximum run times. It is assumed that the demand for products
(see Fig. 8) is known at the beginning of the planning horizon,
and it is deterministic. The minimum storage level for each tank
is 20% of its maximum capacity.
The outputs of the distillation columns are oxygen and nitrogen.
It is assumed 100% conversion of the provided compressed air at
the inlet of the distillation columns. Oxygen and nitrogen products
can be either stored into their corresponding storage tanks or can
be used directly to satisfy the demand. In addition, oxygen and
nitrogen could be acquired from external sources under certain
purchase prices. Purchase prices of products and electricity tariffs
are assumed not to vary over time.
The illustrative example examines three different cases. The
ﬁrst baseline problem instance (Problem I.1) considers a ﬁxed
maintenance plan and a relatively high change header cost
(ei ¼ 1000 m.u./change). The second case (Problem I.2) is a slightly
modiﬁed version of Problem I.1 with a lower change header cost
(ei ¼ 250 m.u./change). Finally, the third example (Problem I.3)
addresses a ﬂexible maintenance plan with the same change head-
er costs as in Problem I.1.
Problem I.1. In this problem instance, the maintenance tasks are
predeﬁned. According to this ﬁxed maintenance plan of the
compressors, the maintenance tasks for compressors
i1; i3; i4; i8; i9 and i11 have been pre-scheduled to start in days 1,
26, 8, 20, 12 and 15, respectively.Fig. 9a displays the optimal compressors schedule (found by
solving the proposed model) for the 30-day time horizon consid-
ered. The Gantt chart of Fig. 9a provides information regarding
the active connections between compressors and headers as well
as the operating status of the compressors. According to Fig. 9a,
two compressors serve each header at most times. However, three
compressors work in parallel on days where the demand for prod-
ucts is high. For example, when the demand for oxygen is high at
day 10, one small and two large compressors (i3; i9 and i11) serve
header j3 with compressed air. Moreover, three compressors serve
header j1 when there is a peak in demand in compressed air for
utilities at days 6, 9 and 26. The results show that two large com-
pressors (i9 and i10) serve header j1 at day 1, when there is also a
peak in the demand. When the demand in compressed air for uti-
lities is low (such as in days 2, 3, 10, 23 and 24) only one large com-
pressor (i10) serves header j1. In addition, Fig. 10 shows the load
distribution for each compressor in each day. Small compressors
are energy-efﬁcient when they operate at maximum capacity,
while large compressors are energy-efﬁcient in a broader
(a)
(b)
(c)
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Fig. 9. Case Study I: schedules for all problem instances.
464 G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470operational area. For this reason, the large compressors accommo-
date the demand ﬂuctuations by adjusting their mass ﬂow rates
while small compressors tend to operate at maximum capacity.
Fig. 11a presents the total compressed air supplied to each
header for each time period. The mass ﬂow of compressed air in
header j1 is equal to the compressed air for utilities as shown in
Fig. 8. Fig. 11b shows the compressed air load distribution propor-
tion between the two distillation columns u1 and u2. As expected,
u2 produces more than u1, due to the fact that u2 has a higher pro-
duction capacity. Finally, purchase of nitrogen is reported in day
15. This is due to the fact that the demand for nitrogen cannot
be satisﬁed because two large compressors are under maintenance
on this day.
Problem I.2. A slightly modiﬁed version of Problem I.1 is consid-
ered with the aim to show how a variation in the cost for changing
header could affect the optimal schedule. Here, the cost for
changing header is lower than that of Problem I.1 (ei ¼ 250 m.u./
change). All remaining data are the same.
Fig. 9b shows the optimal schedule for the compressors. As
expected, in the optimal schedule of this problem instance there
are more header changes than in that of Problem I.1. Morespeciﬁcally, there are 16 header changes in Problem I.2 and 12
header changes in Problem I.1. Due to the different associated costs
for changing header, the total changing-header cost in Problem I.2
(4000 m.u.) is lower than that of Problem I.1 (12,000 m.u.).
Nevertheless, according to Table 5, the total cost without consider-
ing the change header cost (see obj⁄ column) did not change much
between the two problem cases. Another interesting observation
here is that the results show that the computational time decreases
signiﬁcantly, if the header change cost increases. This observed
trend seems reasonable since high header change costs, could
restrict the operational ﬂexibility and as a consequence potentially
decrease the solution search space. Finally, similarly to Problem I.1,
there are purchases of nitrogen in day 15, because the air separa-
tion plant cannot meet the demand for nitrogen since two large
compressors are under maintenance on this day.
Problem I.3. In contrast to the ﬁxed maintenance plan of the two
previous problem instances, here a ﬂexible maintenance plan for
the compressors is considered. This means that the maintenance
tasks have not been pre-scheduled, but earliest and latest starting
times for them are provided (see Table 4). The change header cost
is equal to that in Problem I.1. The aim of this problem instance is
(%
)
(%
)
Fig. 10. Problem I.1: normalized load of compressors.
(a)
(b)
(%
)
Fig. 11. Case Study I.1: (a) total compressed air supplied to each header, and (b)
production capacity ratio of column u1 and u2.
Table 4
Problem I.3: earliest and latest starting times for ﬂexible maintenance tasks (in days).
i1 i2 i3 i4 i8 i9 i10 i11
sesi 1 – 1 5 10 10 – 1
slsi 15 – 26 25 25 25 – 26
Table 5
Case Study I: computational results for all problem cases.
#
eqns
# bin
vars
# cont
vars
# nodes CPU s Obj val
(m.u.)
obj
(m.u.)
Problem
I.1
8574 1770 2580 9742 293 90.98 86.64
Problem
I.2
8574 1770 2580 321,355 4903 87.67 86.51
Problem
I.3
8695 1894 2580 139,173 10,695 81.92 78.25
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Fig. 12. Case Study I: (a) aggregated normalized objective value for Problems I.1
and I.3 and (b) normalized total cost breakdown for all problem instances.
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obtained if maintenance and operational tasks for compressors are
optimized simultaneously.
The computational results for all problem instances of Case
Study I can be found in Table 5. Due to the ﬂexible maintenance
tasks, there are 124 more binary variables in this example problem
compared to those in the previous problem instances. This fact
results in an increase in the computational time. Fig. 9c displays
the optimal compressors schedule for Problem I.3. Once again,
notice that the maintenance plan is an output of the optimization.
The results show that the total cost is reduced by 10% compared to
that of Problem I.1, which is principally due to the ﬂexible mainte-
nance policy. Fig. 12a shows the aggregated total cost of Problems
I.1 and I.3 per each day.
In Problem I.3, maintenance tasks are scheduled in such a way
that the number of startups and shutdowns is decreased in com-
parison with the schedules of the previous problem instances.
Fig. 12b shows that the power consumption, startup and shutdown
costs are reduced when ﬂexible maintenance tasks are considered.
The ﬁxed maintenance plan case can be considered as the upper
bound for the ﬂexible maintenance plan case. The total change
header cost in Problem I.3 (eleven header changes) is approximate-
ly the same as in Problem I.1 (twelve header changes). At this
point, recall that purchases of nitrogen have been reported at day
15 in Problems I.1 and I.2, due to the fact that the facility could
not satisfy the demand because two large compressors are under
pre-scheduled maintenance during this day. However, in Problem
I.3 the maintenance tasks have been scheduled optimally in such
a way that the demand for products could be met without the need
of any product purchases from external sources. Therefore, thisproblem instance has demonstrated clearly the signiﬁcant beneﬁts
of the simultaneous optimization of operational and maintenance
tasks (i.e., ﬂexible maintenance policy).
7.2. Case Study II: industrial case study – deterministic scheduling
Here, the proposed optimization-based framework is applied in
a deterministic industrial case study of the air separation plant of
BASF in Ludwigshafen, Germany. Oxygen and compressed air for
utilities are the products, and their normalized demand proﬁles
are displayed in Fig. 13. The cost of changing header is equal to
250 m.u./change and purchases of oxygen are not allowed. Small
and large compressors could operate for maximum 20 and 60 con-
secutive days respectively, apart from i5 which can operate for a
maximum of 50 consecutive days. In addition, large compressors
have a minimum run time of six days while i1; i2; i3; i4; i5 have
minimum run times equal to ﬁve, six, seven, six and ﬁve days
respectively.
All the related past data that fully describe the condition of the
compressors at the beginning of the scheduling horizon (i.e., t ¼ 0)
Days
(%
)
Fig. 13. Case Study II: normalized demand for products.
Table 6
Case Study II: initial condition (i.e., t ¼ 0) for all compressors.
i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 i11
Header – j1 – – j2 j2 – j1 – j3 j3
~x 0 6 0 0 25 22 0 10 0 36 40
~w 6 0 18 2 0 0 30 0 29 0 0
Table 8
Case Study II: computational results for all cases.
# eqns # bin
vars
# cont
vars
#
nodes
CPU s Obj val
(m.u.)
Problem II.1 11,545 2310 3150 1704 139 55.61
Problem II.2 11,683 2444 3150 58,626 7721 54.65
Problem II.3 11,817 2594 3150 82,517 14,000 54.65
466 G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470can be found in Table 6. More speciﬁcally, Table 6 contains infor-
mation regarding: (i) the active compressor-to-header connection
(~/ði;jÞ); (ii) the total duration that each compressor has been oper-
ating from its last startup ( ~xi); and (iii) the total duration that each
compressor has not been operating since its last shutdown (~wi). For
instance, at the beginning of the scheduling horizon, compressor i2
is connected to header j1 and it has been operating for six time
periods (not necessarily serving j1 in all of these periods) since
its last startup. Also, at the beginning of the scheduling horizon,
compressor i7 has not been operating for 30 time periods since
its last shutdown.
In this case study, three different maintenance policies are con-
sidered: (i) ﬁxed maintenance plan (Problem II.1); (ii) ﬂexible
maintenance plan through the simultaneous optimization of
operational and maintenance tasks (Problem II.2); and (iii) ﬂexible
maintenance plan considering maintenance workforce limitations
(Problem II.3). Table 7 provides the given data for the correspond-
ing maintenance policy for each case.
Table 8 presents the computational results for the problem
instances of Case Study II. The introduction of additional binary
variables related to ﬂexible maintenance tasks (Problems II.2 and
II.3) makes the resulting scheduling problem harder to solve com-
pared to the ﬁxed maintenance plan (Problem II.1). In general, the
more constrained the optimization problem, the more computa-
tionally expensive its solution is expected to be.
Problem II.1. Fig. 14a displays the optimal schedule for Problem
II.1. It can be observed that nine compressors are used to cover the
demand over the 30 days, and compressors i1 and i3 do not operate
in any time period. Also, there are no header changes in this
problem instance. It should be noted that the initial compressor
conditions inﬂuence the obtained schedule. For instance, compres-
sor i10, which has been operating continuously for 36 days before
the beginning of the scheduling horizon, shuts down at theTable 7
Case Study II: information of maintenance tasks of the compressors.
Problems Parameter i1 i2 i3 i4
Problem II.1 si 26 – – 7
Problem II.1–3 mi 5 – – 3
Problems II.2 and II.3 sesi 1 – – 1
Problems II.2 and II.3 slsi 26 – – 28beginning of time period 25 because it reaches its maximum run
time of 60 days. Fig. 15 shows the normalized load distribution for
each compressor for every time period. Similarly to Case Study I,
small compressors usually operate close to (or exactly at) their
maximum ﬂow rate, while the large compressors change their ﬂow
rate to a larger range to cover the demand ﬂuctuations. This result
was expected because small compressors are controlled with inlet
throttling valves while large compressors with inlet guide vanes. In
practice, the throttling of the small compressors makes them
inefﬁcient in lower mass ﬂows. This output was observed from the
past operation of the plant which shows a similar operational
strategy. Therefore, despite the fact that the regression models
used do not explicitly assess the performance of each compressor,
they implicitly captured the efﬁciency of the compressors. Indeed,
the small compressors operate close to maximum in the industrial
air separation plant studied. In addition, a number of large
compressors, such as i6 and i10, tend to operate at a ﬁxed mass
ﬂow rate while other large compressors with better efﬁciency in a
larger range cover the demand variations.Problem II.2. Fig. 14b gives the schedule for the unconstrained
ﬂexible maintenance case. Due to the simultaneous optimization
of maintenance and operational tasks, the maintenance tasks have
been scheduled differently from Problem II.1 in such a way that the
total cost has been decreased by 1.8% in comparison to that in
Problem II.1 (see Table 8). Also, all maintenance tasks have been
completed before day 21, where demand for products increases
signiﬁcantly. In this problem instance, there are several time peri-
ods where maintenance tasks take place simultaneously. For
example, from day 1 to 3, three maintenance tasks are performed
simultaneously, and in day 4 and 5, two maintenance tasks take
place at the same time. As already discussed in Section 6.2, the
simultaneous maintenance of many compressors may give rise to
managerial or technical issues. For this reason, a constrained ﬂex-
ible maintenance policy (Problem II.3) is considered next, in order
to avoid simultaneous maintenance tasks.Problem II.3. In this constrained ﬂexible maintenance case, at
most one maintenance task can take place in every time period
(i.e., gt ¼ 1). Fig. 14c displays the optimal schedule of this problem
instance. As it can be seen from Table 8, the total cost of Problem
II.3 is the same with that of Problem II.2. This is because the sched-
ule did not change much from Problem II.2, since the only differ-
ence here is that the maintenance tasks in compressors i1 and i4
have been right-shifted. It should be clear that these two changesi5 i6 i7 i8 i9 i10 i11
15 2 – – 22 – –
5 3 – – 3 – –
1 1 – – 1 – –
25 28 – – 28 – –
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Fig. 14. Case Study II: schedules for all problem instances.
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Fig. 15. Case Study II: normalized load of compressors for Problem II.1.
G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470 467did not affect the total cost since they do not add any cost, and the
rest of the schedule is the same as that in Problem II.2. Although
Problems II.2 and II.3 generate the same total cost, Problem II.3
gives a better schedule in terms of ﬂexibility and managerial per-
spective, since maintenance tasks are distributed more uniformly
over the scheduling horizon of interest.
Finally, Fig. 16a provides a comparison for the aggregated nor-
malized total cost between Problems II.1 and II.3. Fig. 16b shows
the normalized total cost breakdown for all problem instances
(Problem II.2 is exactly the same with Problem II.3). Similarly to
Case Study I, it is observed that startup and power consumption
costs decrease under a ﬂexible maintenance policy (i.e., Problems
II.2 and II.3). More speciﬁcally, in these cases power consumption
cost has been reduced by 0.62%, and startup cost declines by
7.70% in comparison with those in Problem II.1. Overall, it has been
demonstrated that the simultaneous optimization of maintenance
and operational tasks could provide better solutions and decrease
the total cost.
(%
)
Fig. 17. Case Study III: normalized demand for products (actual values).
468 G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–4707.3. Case Study III: industrial case study – reactive scheduling
In this part, the reactive scheduling problem in a case study of
the air separation plant in BASF is addressed. The main aim of this
problem instance is to show how the proposed mathematical
framework can cope successfully with a real-life case study under
the presence of demand uncertainty. Similar to the previous case
study, oxygen and compressed air are the distillation column prod-
ucts, change header cost is equal to 250 m.u./change, and purchas-
es of oxygen are not allowed. In this case study, demand for
products is not deterministic but instead may ﬂuctuate over time.
For this reason, the demand proﬁles are updated after each day
period through forecasting for a given prediction horizon. For the
30-day scheduling horizon considered, Fig. 17 shows the actual
normalized demand proﬁle for oxygen and compressed air for uti-
lities. The initial condition for all compressors is the same as in
Case Study II (see Table 6). Here, some compressors follow a ﬁxed
maintenance policy and others a ﬂexible maintenance policy.
Compressors i9 and i11 have been pre-scheduled for maintenance
in days 20 and 15, respectively. Compressors i2 and i6 are under
ﬂexible maintenance, and their corresponding maintenance tasks
must start in days 1 and 15, respectively. The duration for each
maintenance task is equal to three days. Maximum run times for
compressors are the same as in Case Study II.
The reactive scheduling problem has been solved via a rolling
horizon approach, as displayed in Fig. 7. A time period is equal to
one day. A prediction horizon equal to 21 time periods, and a sin-
gle-period control horizon have been used. In other words, there is
a new demand prediction for the following 21 days after every day.
A total number of 30 iterations has been solved. An iteration repre-
sents a scheduling problem which employs a prediction horizon of
21 days. A time limit of 1800 CPU s was set for each iteration. The
computational time for every iteration can be found in Fig. 18. On
average, solutions are obtained in low computational times.
Negligible optimality gaps have been reported for iterations 20–
22, where the imposed time limit was reached. As discussed in
Kopanos and Pistikopoulos [16], it should be clear that longer pre-
diction horizons result in bigger mathematical model sizes, and asProblem II.1
Problem II.3
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Problem II.3
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Fig. 16. Case Study II. Problems II.1 and II.3: (a) aggregated normalized objective
value and (b) normalized total cost breakdown.a consequence the necessary computational time will probably
increase too.
At the beginning of each time period, a scheduling problem for
the next 21 time periods (i.e., the prediction horizon) is solved
with updated information regarding the current state of the over-
all system and the demand for products. Only the solution of the
ﬁrst time period of the current prediction horizon is applied. In
this problem instance, an unexpected breakdown of compressor
i5 in the second time period is considered. Fig. 19 shows an exam-
ple of how the overall schedule (for the 30-day horizon consid-
ered) is constructed through the solutions obtained in each
iteration. The last Gantt chart gives the implemented schedule.
The compressors that do not operate in any iteration are not
included in Fig. 19.
The normalized load distribution of each compressor is given in
Fig. 20. It shows that compressors i3; i4, and i9 remain idle during
the 30-day scheduling horizon considered. It should be noted here
that it is known that compressor i3 is the most energy-inefﬁcient
compressor, and the results of all case studies give a clear evidence
of it, since the obtained solutions preferred to keep shutdown or
operate it in limited capacity. At this point, if we consider the case
that the demand for products for all 30 time periods is known withFig. 18. Case Study III: computational CPU s time for each iteration.
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Fig. 19. Case Study III: schedule generation via rolling horizon.
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so-called perfect information case), one could solve the deter-
ministic scheduling problem for the whole scheduling horizon at
once. The perfect information solution is the best solution that
one could obtain. However, in practice, this solution is impossible
to be found due to the uncertainty in the demand forecasting. The
aggregated total cost of the perfect information case and the solu-
tion derived by the rolling horizon approach are shown in Fig. 21.
The results show that the rolling horizon solution is 11% worse
than that of the perfect information case. It should be clear to
the reader that the obtained solution could be improved, if the
forecasting accuracy is improved and the length of the prediction
horizon increases. However, in practice as the length of the predic-
tion horizon increases, the forecasting accuracy naturally decreas-
es. Overall, through this problem instance it has been shown the
applicability of the proposed mathematical framework to deal
with relevant scheduling problems in dynamic production
environments.8. Conclusions
In this work, a general mathematical framework for the simul-
taneous optimization of maintenance and operational tasks of
compressors in air separation plants has been presented. A distinc-
tive feature of the proposed approach is that the power consump-
tion in compressors is expressed by regression functions. The
suggested approach considers operating constraints for compres-
sors, several types of maintenance policies (i.e., runtime-based,
ﬁxed, and ﬂexible) as well as managerial aspects regarding mainte-
nance decisions. Power consumption, startup, shutdown and
change header costs for the compressors in tandem with their
maintenance tasks are optimized. The case studies solved have
demonstrated that the simultaneous optimization of maintenance
and operational tasks of compressors (i.e., ﬂexible maintenance
case) favors the generation of better solutions in terms of total
costs in comparison to the predeﬁned maintenance alternative
(ﬁxed maintenance case). According to the case studies, this is
Fig. 20. Case Study III: normalized mass ﬂows of small and large compressors.
Fig. 21. Case Study III: aggregated normalized objective value for the rolling
horizon and perfect information solution.
470 G.M. Kopanos et al. / Applied Energy 146 (2015) 453–470mainly due to the fact that the ﬂexible maintenance policy results
in reduced startup, shutdown and power consumption costs.
Ongoing research involves the more thorough study and opti-
mization of maintenance tasks. More speciﬁcally, in compressors,
the most prevalent deterioration problem is fouling, which has a
signiﬁcant impact on the performance of the compressor. The per-
formance of the compressor due to fouling can be recovered by on-
line or off-line washing (maintenance) [26]. Therefore, similar to
gas turbines [24], the study of condition-based maintenance in
compressors is of great importance, and indeed it constitutes a
main subject of our current research activities.
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